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Cultivating Spiritual Interest, Part 1
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What do I do if someone expresses spiritual interest?
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1. The best way to lead someone who has shown an interest in spiritual truth
is to invite them to take regular, weekly
.
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2. Like the Ethiopian in Acts 10, many people are looking for help to
what the Bible means.
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3. The “Question and Bible Answer” method of giving Bible studies is something that
gave to His people.
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4. When people show a spiritual interest, what they’re hungry for is the
.
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Inspired Insights

Inspired Insights

“As newborn babes, desire the pure milk of the word, that you may grow
thereby, if indeed you have tasted that the Lord is gracious” (1 Peter 2:2).
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“So Philip ran to him, and heard him reading the prophet Isaiah, and said,
‘Do you understand what you are reading?’ And he said, ‘How can I, unless
someone guides me?’ And he asked Philip to come up and sit with him”
(Acts 8:30-35).
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“In the experience of Philip and the Ethiopian is presented the work to which
to Lord calls His people. . . . There are those in the world who are reading the
Scriptures, but who cannot understand their import. The men and women
who have a knowledge of God are needed to explain the word to these souls”
(Christian Service, p. 142).
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“The plan of holding Bible readings was a heaven-born idea” (Gospel Workers,
p. 192).
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“In visions of the night, representations passed before me or a great reformatory movement among God’s people. . . . Hundreds and thousands were
seen visiting families and opening before them the word of God” (Testimonies
for the Church, vol. 9, p. 196).
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Answers: 1. Bible studies 2. understand 3. God 4. Word, God
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